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The HMG-box domain of the human male sex-determining factor SRY,
hSRYHMG (comprising residues 57-140 of the full-length sequence), binds
DNA sequence-speci®cally in the minor groove, resulting in substantial
DNA bending. The majority of point mutations resulting in 46X,Y sex
reversal are located within this domain. One clinical de novo mutation,
M64I in the full-length hSRY sequence, which corresponds to M9I in the
present hSRYHMG construct, acts principally by reducing the extent of
DNA bending. To elucidate the structural consequences of the M9I
mutation, we have solved the 3D solution structures of wild-type and
M9I hSRYHMG complexed to a DNA 14mer by NMR, including the use of
residual dipolar couplings to derive long-range orientational information.
We show that the average bend angle (derived from an ensemble of 400
simulated annealing structures for each complex) is reduced by �13 �
from 54(�2) � in the wild-type complex to 41(�2) � in the M9I complex.
The difference in DNA bending can be localized directly to changes in
roll and tilt angles in the ApA base-pair step involved in interactions
with residue 9 and partial intercalation of Ile13. The larger bend angle in
the wild-type complex arises as a direct consequence of steric repulsion
of the sugar of the second adenine by the bulky Sd atom of Met9, whose
position is ®xed by a hydrogen bond with the guanidino group of Arg17.
In the M9I mutant, this hydrogen bond can no longer occur, and the less
bulky Cgm methyl group of Ile9 braces the sugar moieties of the two ade-
nine residues, thereby decreasing the roll and tilt angles at the ApA step
by �8 � and �5 �, respectively, and resulting in an overall difference in
bend angle of �13 � between the two complexes. To our knowledge, this
is one of the ®rst examples where the effects of a clinical mutation invol-
ving a protein-DNA complex have been visualized at the atomic level.
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Introduction

Architectural minor groove DNA-binding pro-
teins play a crucial role in modulating DNA bend-
ing, thereby regulating the formation of higher-
order multiprotein-DNA complexes, such as
enhanceosomes and repressosomes, involved in
transcription, recombination and replication.1 ± 8 It
ing author:

obility group; LEF,
uclear Overhauser
is the function of these architectural proteins to
bring the requisite transcription and ancillary fac-
tors bound to distant DNA sites into close proxi-
mity by appropriately altering the path of the
DNA template. Examples of minor groove DNA-
binding architectural proteins include the high
mobility group (HMG)-box (or HMGB) family, the
HMG-I/Y (or HMGA) family, TATA-binding pro-
tein and integration host factor.

The HMG-box domain is approximately 80
residues in length and de®nes a superfamily
of architectural factors that play a central
role in mammalian gene regulation and
organogenesis.4,8 ± 11 The superfamily can be sub-
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divided into sequence-speci®c DNA-binding pro-
teins, such as the male sex-determining factor SRY,
the SOX proteins and lymphoid enhancer factor-1
(LEF), as well as proteins that bind DNA non-
speci®cally such as HMG1/2, HMGD and NHP6A.
Structures of complexes of SRY,12 LEF-1,13

HMGD14 and NHP6A15 bound to DNA have been
solved. In addition, a complex of HMG1 box A
bound to cisplatin-modi®ed DNA has been
determined.16 In all cases, binding occurs in the
minor groove and induces a large bend (�60-100 �)
away from the body of the protein in the direction
of the major groove.

SRY plays a critical role in male sexual develop-
ment, acting at the branch-point in mammalian
gonadogenesis where the embryonic bipotential
gonad proceeds down either the male or female
developmental pathway.17 ± 20 Naturally occuring
mutations in human SRY, the majority of which
are located in its HMG-box domain, result in
46X,Y sex reversal; that is, individuals who are
genetically male but phenotypically female.
Although the direct target genes for SRY in vivo
have not been determined, consensus DNA-bind-
ing sites for SRY have been identi®ed in the pro-
moters for several genes expressed during
testicular development, including the Amh gene,21

whose product anti-MuÈ llerian hormone (otherwise
known as MuÈ llerian-inhibiting substance) is
responsible for the regression of the female repro-
ductive duct system. Although the Amh gene can
be activated by SRY in transfected cell lines,22 it
appears unlikely that it is a direct target for SRY
in vivo, since its transcripts appear only after
expression of the Sry gene has been switched off.23

At this time, it appears that SRY acts through the
intermediary of a number of other genes, possible
candidates for which include the genes for SOX9
and steroidogenic factor 1.18,20 Indeed, in males the
expression of the Sox9 gene is upregulated immedi-
ately following expression of Sry, persisting
throughout the testis development; in genetic
females, on the other hand, where Sry is not
expressed, expression of Sox9 is switched off.24,25

Human SRY is a 204 residue nuclear protein
comprising three domains: a central HMG-box
domain (referred to as hSRYHMG) approximately 80
residues in length, surrounded by N and C-term-
inal domains. hSRYHMG is highly conserved among
mammalian species, while there is much more
variation, both in length and sequence, in the N
and C-terminal domains.18,20,26 In addition to its
DNA binding properties, hSRYHMG contains two
nuclear localization sites at its N and C termini27

and a calmodulin-binding site that overlaps with
the N-terminal nuclear localization site.28

From a structural perspective, point mutations
in hSRYHMG that result in 46X,Y sex reversal can
be classi®ed into those that affect the stability
and structure of the protein and those that alter
its DNA-binding properties.12,29 Clinically, the
mutations can be subdivided into familial inher-
ited mutations with variable penetrance and
de novo mutations with full penetrance. A num-
ber of such naturally occuring mutations have
been studied.30 In general, familial mutations
have only a moderate effect on complex for-
mation, whereas de novo mutations tend to be
more severe. One such de novo mutation, M64I
(which corresponds to M9I in the hSRYHMG con-
struct employed here) is of particular interest,
since it discriminates between DNA binding and
DNA bending.30 Thus, the DNA-binding af®nity
of the M64I mutant is minimally reduced by, at
most, a factor of 3 relative to that of wild-type
for a wide range of different target sites; how-
ever, the apparent DNA bend angle deduced
from circular permutation gel shift assays is
approximately 20 � less for the M64I complex
than the wild-type complex (�55 � versus
�75 �).30 These data suggest that the phenotypic
effect of the M64I mutation arises predominantly
from the reduction in DNA bending. Indeed, a
difference of 10-20 � in DNA bend angle, while
seemingly small, will result in large translational
displacements of proteins bound even a few
turns of the DNA helix away from the SRY
binding site. Consequently, the spatial relation-
ships of proteins within the nucleoprotein com-
plex organized by SRY will be altered
dramatically by the M64I mutation, to the extent
that the formation of a transcriptionally compe-
tent nucleoprotein complex may no longer be
possible. Here, we address directly the structural
consequences of the M64I mutation by solving
the 3D solution structures of wild-type and
mutant hSRYHMG complexed to DNA by multidi-
mensional NMR. This represents a particularly
challenging task for NMR, since the anticipated
structural differences are rather subtle and hence
require the generation of precise and accurate
structures.

Results and Discussion

Structure determination

The hSRYHMG construct employed in this work
spans residues 57-140 of full-length hSRY, which
correspond to residues 2-85 in the present number-
ing scheme, plus an N-terminal methionine resi-
due. We have solved the solution structure of
wild-type hSRYHMG and the M9I mutant (which is
equivalent to the M64I mutation in full-length
hSRY) complexed to a 14mer duplex DNA
comprising the sequence 50d(CCTGCACAAAC
ACC).50d(GGTGTTTGTGCAGG), which contains
the speci®c DNA-binding site (in bold) for SRY in
the promoter of the Amh (also known as Mis) gene.

The original structure of the HMG-box of hSRY
complexed to DNA12 was carried out on a shorter
protein construct (residues 57-133 of full-lenght
hSRY) and a shorter piece of DNA (the central
8 bp of the present sequence). The DNA octamer
was too short to permit an accurate determination
of the bend angle and, moreover, the HMG-box
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domain extended beyond one end of the octamer
DNA fragment, leaving the possibility of
additional protein-DNA interactions. In addition,
interactions between the C-terminal tail and the
major groove were observed in the related struc-
ture of the complex of LEF-1 and DNA13 that were
not observed in the original SRY-DNA complex,12

suggesting that the protein domain employed may
have been too short. For these reasons, the present
work made use of both a longer fragment of the
HMG-box domain (extended by seven residues at
the C terminus) as well as a longer DNA fragment
(14mer versus 8mer).

A circular permutation gel-shift assay was used
to verify that the magnitude of DNA bending
observed with the present DNA target site and
hSRYHMG constructs was consistent with that
observed previously30 using slightly different DNA
sequences and a shorter HMG-box construct (corre-
sponding to residues 1-77 of the present construct).
The same results, within experimental error, were
obtained as those reported by Pontiggia et al.,30

con®rming an apparent difference in bend angle of
�20 � between the wild-type and M9I hSRYHMG

complexes.
The structure of the wild-type and M9I hSRYHMG

complexes with the 14mer DNA were solved by
multidimensional heteronuclear NMR spectro-
scopy31 ± 33 using both 15N and 13C-labeled protein
and oligonucleotide. Both complexes are in slow
exchange on the chemical shift time-scale. Exper-
iments were carried out on the following 1:1 com-
plexes: 15N-hSRYHMG and unlabeled DNA,
15N/13C-hSRYHMG and unlabeled DNA, and 15N-
hSRYHMG and 15N/13C-DNA. An example of the
quality of the data is provided by a series of strips
taken from 3D 13C-separated/12C-®ltered nuclear
Overhauser enhancement (NOE) experiments illus-
trating intermolecular NOEs (i.e. short interproton
distance contacts) involving Met9 in the wild-type
complex (Figure 1(a)) and Ile9 in the M9I complex
(Figure 1(b)). In addition to structural information
that is reliant on atoms in close spatial proximity
(i.e. 4 6 AÊ ), as exemplifed by NOE, three-bond
coupling and chemical shift data, the structure
determination also made use of residual heteronuc-
lear (1DNH, 1DCH, 1DNC0 and 2DHNC0) and homonuc-
lear (DHH) dipolar couplings measured in a dilute
liquid crystalline medium of bicelles34 to provide
long-range orientational information, thereby
increasing the accuracy of the structure
determination.35 ± 40

The wild-type and M9I hSRYHMG-DNA com-
plexes were solved on the basis of 2798 and 2706
experimental NMR restraints, respectively. The
restraints included 168 intermolecular NOE-
derived interproton distance restraints for each
complex, which is over twice that identi®ed in the
original Werner et al. structure,12 as well as 375
and 353 residual dipolar coupling restraints for the
wild-type and M9I complexes, respectively. A
summary of the structural statistics is provided in
Table 1, and superpositions of the ®nal ensemble
of 400 structures each for the wild-type and M9I
complexes are displayed in Figure 2.

The structure of hSRYHMG

hSRYHMG has an L-type shape (Figure 3) and
consists of extended strands at the N (residues 4-
10) and C (residues 72-81) termini, and three
helices (residues 11-26, 32-44 and 48-68). The N-
terminal three residues (1-3) and the C-terminal
four residues (82-85) are disordered in solution.
The long arm of the L is made up of the N-term-
inal tail and helix 3, which are oriented anti-paral-
lel to each other, while the short arm is formed by
helices 1 and 2. The C-terminal tail is directed at
about right-angles to the N-terminal tail and helix
3. The three helices are approximately mutually
orthogonal to each other (with inter-helix angles of
123 �, 117 � and 113 � between helices 1 and 2, 1
and 3 and 2 and 3, respectively). The N-terminal
tail is anchored to the end of helix 3 and the begin-
ning of the C-terminal tail by a hydrophobic clus-
ter consisting of Val5, His65, Tyr69 and Tyr72
(Figure 3(b)). There are also good packing inter-
actions between the N-terminal strand (Pro8), the
N-terminal end of helix 1 (Ala11 and Val14) and
the inner face of helix 3 (Phe55, Ala58 and Leu61).
The core formed at the intersection of the three
helices consists of three mutually orthogonal aro-
matic rings (Trp15, Trp43 and Phe54) surrounded
by Leu39, Leu46, Lys51 and Phe55 (Figure 3(b)).
The orientation of helices 1 and 2 is also stabilized
by the packing of Met23, Ala24, Met30, Ile35 and
Leu39 (Figure 3(b)).

Wild-type and M9I hSRYHMG are identical at the
secondary structure level. The overall backbone
atomic r.m.s. difference between the two restrained
regularized mean structures for residues 4-81 is
0.86 AÊ . Regions of signi®cant difference, which are
principally translational in nature, are apparent at
the N terminus around the site of mutation (resi-
dues 4-10), in the loop connecting helices 1 and 2
(residues 27-31), and in the C-terminal tail (resi-
dues 69-81) (Figures 3(a) and 4(a)). Excluding these
three regions, the best-®t backbone atomic r.m.s.
difference between the two proteins (residues 11-26
and 32-68) is reduced to 0.33 AÊ , which is well
within the errors of the coordinates (Figure 4(a)),
and the resulting backbone atomic r.m.s. displace-
ments for residues 4-10, 27-31 and 69-81 are 0.9, 0.8
and 2.5 AÊ , respectively. All three regions of differ-
ence are characterized by either low density or
absent (in the case of residues 74-81) intramolecu-
lar contacts with the protein core (which comprises
residues 5-72, Figure 3(b)), and hence have the
potential to readily accommodate the M9I
mutation itself (in the case of the N-terminal tail)
or differences in DNA bend angle (in the case of
the loop connecting helices 1 and 2 and the C-term-
inal tail, located at the top and bottom, respect-
ively, of the DNA-binding site), thereby optimizing
intermolecular protein-DNA contacts in the two
complexes (see Figure 3(a)).
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Figure 2. Stereoviews showing
best-®t superpositions of the ®nal
400 simulated annealing structures
of (a) the wild-type and (b) the M9I
mutant hSRYHMG-DNA complexes.
The protein backbone is shown in
red, selected protein side-chains in
green and the DNA in blue. The
structures are best-®t to the back-
bone of residues 4-81 of the protein
and base-pairs 1-14 of the DNA.
Residues 1-3 at the N terminus and
82-85 at the C terminus are disor-
dered. Labels for the DNA are in
italics.
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Overall architecture of the hSRYHMG-complexes

The overall features of the wild-type and M9I
complexes are also very similar (Figures 2 and
3(a)). The protein binds exclusively in the minor
groove, resulting in large deformations in the
DNA, which include bending, localized under-
winding of the DNA double helix, expansion of
the minor groove, and contraction of the major
groove. Details of the DNA structure will be dis-
cussed in the next section. The DNA is nestled into
the concave binding surface of the protein, and the
protein contacts nine nucleotides in each strand,
Figure 1. Intermolecular contacts between hSRYHMG and
tered NOE spectra illustrating NOE contacts between proton
12C of the DNA; intermolecular NOEs involving Met9 of wil
(a) and (b) respectively. (c) A diagram illustrating the i
hSRYHMG and DNA. All the contacts are exclusively in the
wild-type hSRYHMG and Ile9 of M9I hSRYHMG are shown in
salt-bridges or hydrogen bonding interactions. Excluding Me
complexes are essentially identical, with the possible excepti
group of Arg78 and the N-3 atom of A26 in the M9I comple
labeled in green (A8, T19 and T20) have a C-30-endo sugar p
confomation. The phosphate groups colored in orange have
at the top (C25) and bottom (A12) of the DNA-binding site
G22) have 31P shifts in the range ÿ5.1 to ÿ5.8 ppm and are l
tial intercalation of Ile13 between base-pairs 8 and 9; the
phosphate group of T20, which could not be observed) have
of A12, C25, G22, T21 and A9 are ÿ3.01/ ÿ 3.08 ppm, ÿ3.4
and ÿ5.81/ ÿ 5.79 ppm, respectively, for the wild-type and M
with a two nucleotide offset between the strands
(Figure 1(c)). The total accessible surface area bur-
ied upon complex formation is �3000 AÊ 2 for both
complexes. (The excluded accessible surface area
can be decomposed into �1550/1580 AÊ 2 and
�1450/1420 AÊ 2 for the protein and DNA moieties,
respectively, of the wild-type/M9I complexes). A
summary of the contacts is provided in Figure 1(c)
and stereoviews illustrating the protein-DNA con-
tacts are shown in Figure 5. There is a very large
number of contacts with the DNA involving �40 %
of the residues of hSRYHMG: ®ve in the N-terminal
tail, six in helix 1, one in the loop connecting
DNA. (a) and (b) Strips from 3D 13C-separated/12C-®l-
s attached to 13C of the protein and protons attached to

d-type hSRYHMG and Ile9 of M9I hSRYHMG are shown in
ntermolecular contacts between wild-type and mutant
minor groove of the DNA. Contacts involving Met9 of

red and blue, respectively; purple lines indicate potential
t9/Ile9, the contacts observed in the wild-type and M9I

on of a potential hydrogen bond between the guanidino
x, which is indicated by a broken purple line. The sugars
ucker, while the remainder are in the C-20-endo/C-10-exo

31P shifts in the range ÿ3.0 to ÿ3.5 ppm and are located
; the phosphate groups colored in yellow (A9, T21 and
ocated close to the center of the bend and the site of par-
remaining phosphate groups (with the exception of the

31P shifts in the range ÿ4.0 to ÿ4.9 ppm. The 31P shifts
2/ ÿ 3.51 ppm, ÿ5.13/ ÿ 5.13 ppm, ÿ5.37/ ÿ 5.34 ppm
9I hSRY-DNA complexes.



Figure 3. Stereoviews showing a
best-®t superposition of the
restrained regularized mean struc-
tures of the wild-type (red) and
M9I (blue) hSRYHMG-DNA com-
plexes, illustrating (a) differential
DNA bending and (b) packing
interactions within the hydrophobic
core. The protein backbone is
shown as a ribbon, and the struc-
tures are best-®t to the backbone of
residues 11-26 and 32-68 of the pro-
tein only. Also shown in (a) are the
DNA helical axes for the wild-type
and M9I complexes in green and
yellow, respectively. Note that in
wild-type hSRYHMG there is a
hydrogen bond between the guani-
dino group of Arg17 and the Sg

atom of Met9, which is absent from
the M9I mutant, since Ile does not
possess any appropriate hydrogen
bonding acceptor group. Labels for
the DNA are in italics.
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helices 1 and 2, eight in helix 2, four in helix 3 and
six in the C-terminal tail. Eleven residues contact
the DNA bases in the wild-type (Arg7, Asn10,
Phe12, Ile13, Arg20, Asn32, Ser33, Ser36, Tyr74,
Pro76 and Arg78) with an additional residue (Ile9)
also contacting DNA bases in the M9I complex.
The DNA bend is centered around base-pairs 8
and 9, and is directed away from the body of the
protein by a hydrophobic wedge consisting of
Met9/Ile9, Phe12, Ile13 (which is partially interca-
lated between these two base-pairs) and Trp43
(Figure 5(b)).

Eight residues are involved in electrostatic inter-
actions with functional groups of the bases. There
are six potential direct hydrogen bonds, as judged
by a distance of <3.5 AÊ between donor and accep-
tor heavy atoms in the ensemble of simulated
annealing structures: between the hydroxyl group
of Tyr74 and the N-3 atom of A6, and the guanidi-
no group of Arg7 and the O-2 atom of T23
(Figure 5(a)); between the carboxyamide group of
Asn10 and the N-3 atom of G22 (Figure 5(b)); and
between the carboxyamide group of Asn32 and the
N-3 atom of A10, the hydroxyl group of S33 and
the N-3 atom of G18, and the hydroxyl group of
S36 and the O-2 atom of T19 (Figure 5(c)). There
are also several potential water-bridged hydrogen
bonding interactions (with a distance between
donor and acceptor heavy atoms between 3.5 and
6 AÊ ): between the guanidino group of Arg78 and
the N-3 atom of G4 (and possibly the N-3 atom of
A26 as well in the M9I complex) (Figure 5(a)); and
between the guanidino group of Arg20 and the N-
3 atoms of A9 and A10 (Figure 5(c)). In addition
there is a large number of electrostatic interactions
neutralizing eight phosphate groups per DNA
strand. The majority of these involves Lys and Arg
residues (Figure 1(c)).

DNA bending in the hSRYHMG complexes

The overall structural features of the 14mer
DNA in the wild-type and M9I complexes are
clearly similar (Figures 2 and 3(a)). Excluding base-
pair steps 8-10 (i.e. base-pairs 8/9, 9/10 and 10/
11), the average helical twist and rise are
34.5(�2.3) � (Figure 6(c)) and 3.6(�0.2) AÊ , respect-
ively. Base-pair steps 8-10, which include the site
of partial intercalation of Ile13 at base-pair step 8,
are severely underwound with an average helical



Table 1. Structural statistics

wt hSRYHMG-DNA M9I hSRYHMG-DNA
hSAwti (SAwt)r hSAM9Ii (SAM9I)r

A. Experimental restraints
rms deviations from experimental restraints

Distance restraints (AÊ ) (1755/1693)a 0.04 � 0.00 0.04 0.03 � 0.00 0.03
Torsion angle restraints (�) (433/429)a 0.29 � 0.03 0.34 0.30 � 0.03 0.25
3JHNa coupling restraints (Hz) (70/66) 0.81 � 0.02 0.84 0.89 � 0.02 0.90
13Ca/13Cb shift restraints (ppm) (165/165) 1.01 � 0.01 0.99 0.95 � 0.01 0.95
DNA DHH dipolar couplings (Hz) (55/53)b 0.58 � 0.01 0.56 0.61 � 0.05 0.75

Fixed distance heteronuclear dipolar coupling R-factors (%)c

Protein 1DNH (71/66) 5.5 � 0.2 5.5 7.4 � 0.1 7.6
Protein 1DCH (67/67) 5.6 � 0.3 6.3 9.9 � 0.1 10.0
Protein 1DNC0 (68/62) 20.4 � 1.3 18.9 29.1 � 0.3 28.9
Protein 2DHNC0 (68/62) 19.4 � 0.3 18.8 22.0 � 0.4 21.6
DNA 1DNH (9/10) 10.0 � 0.2 10.2 16.1 � 0.5 16.1
DNA 1DCH (37/33) 13.4 � 0.1 11.2 10.7 � 0.3 10.7

B. Measures of structure quality
rms deviations from idealized covalent geometry

Bonds (AÊ ) 0.003 � 0 0.004 0.003 � 0 0.004
Angles (deg.) 0.76 � 0.01 0.81 0.76 � 0.01 0.80
Improper torsions (deg.) 0.60 � 0.03 0.79 0.59 � 0.03 0.79

% Residues in most favorable region of
Ramachandran plotd 95.6 � 0.9 94.7 93.9 � 1.2 94.7
Number of bad contacts per 100 residuesd 5.1 � 1.4 4.1 5.8 � 1.5 5.9
C. Coordinate precision (AÊ )e

Protein backbone � DNA heavy atoms 0.23 � 0.06 0.23 � 0.07
Protein heavy atoms � DNA heavy atoms 0.56 � 0.04 0.56 � 0.05
Protein backbone 0.25 � 0.08 0.25 � 0.08
Protein heavy atoms 0.73 � 0.05 0.73 � 0.05
DNA heavy atoms 0.21 � 0.07 0.22 � 0.08

The notation of the NMR structures is as follows: hSAwti and hSAM9Ii are the ®nal 400 simulated annealing structures for the wild-
type and M9I complexes, respectively; SAwt and SAM9I are the mean structures obtained by averaging the coordinates of the indivi-
dual structures best-®t to each other (with respect to the backbone atoms of residues 4-81 of the protein, and base-pairs 1-14 of the
DNA); (SAwt)r and (SAM9I)r are the corresponding restrained regularized mean structures. The number of terms for the various
restraints is given in parentheses, the ®rst number corresponding to the wild-type complex, the second to the M9I complex. None of
the structures exhibited interproton distance violations >0.5 AÊ or torsion angle violations >5 �.

a The distance restraints comprise the following (wild-type/M9I mutant): 1130/1060 NOE-derived interproton distance restraints
within the protein subdivided into 378/372 intraresidue and 340/304 sequential (ji ÿ jj � 1), 280/253 medium-range (1 < ji ÿ jj4 5)
and 132/131 long-range (ji ÿ jj > 5) interresidue restraints; 268/276 NOE-derived interproton distance restraints within the DNA,
subdivided into 90/111 intraresidue, 161/150 sequential intrastrand and 17/15 interstrand restraints; 168/168 NOE-derived intermo-
lecular interproton distance restraints; 72/72 distance restraints for 36 backbone hydrogen bonds located in helices and added during
the ®nal stages of re®nement according to standard criteria;58 106/106 distance restraints for Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds within
the DNA including distance restraints to prevent unduly large shearing of the base-pairs;76 and 11/11 ambiguous distance restraints,
represented by a (�rÿ6)ÿ1/6 sum with an upper bound of 6.5 AÊ , for potential salt-bridges between Lys and Arg side-chains of the
protein and the phosphate groups of the DNA, which were added in the ®nal stages of re®nement according to the criteria proposed
by Omichinski et al.67 (The latter were as follows: from the guanidino group of Arg4, Arg17, Arg21 and Arg31 to the phosphorus
atoms of C7/A8, A10, A11, and A13/A14, respectively, and from the Nz atom of Lys6, Lys 37, Lys44, Lys51, Lys73, Lys79 and Lys81
to the phosphorus atoms of A8/A9, T19/T20, T21, G22, C25/A26, A6/C7 and C5/A6, respectively). There were 294/290 torsion angle
restraints within the protein comprising 84/84 f, 83/83c, 68/68 w1, 47/47 w2 and 12/8 w3 restraints; and 134/134 loose torsion angle
restraints within the DNA (see Materials and Methods).

b The homonuclear DHH residual dipolar couplings were classi®ed into approximate ranges corresponding to strong, medium and
weak cross-peak intensities in a 12C-®ltered correlated spectroscopy (COSY) spectrum and represented by square-well potentials in
the target function. Consequently, only an rms deviation between observed upper and lower bounds and calculated DHH couplings
can be determined. Note that the sign of DHH was not determined, so absolute values were employed.65

c The dipolar coupling R-factor is de®ned as the ratio of the rms deviation between observed and calculated values to the expected
rms deviation if the vectors were oriented randomly. The latter is given by {2Da

2[4 � 3Z2]/5}1/2 where Da is the magnitude of the
alignment tensor and Z is the rhombicity.37 The orientation of the alignment tensor in the two complexes differs by less than 5 �.

d The percentage residues in the most favorable region of the Ramachandran plot and the number of bad contacts per 100 residues
(which provides a measure of the quality of the non-bonded contacts) were determined using the program PROCHECK.86 There are
no f,c angles in the disallowed region of the Ramachandran plot and the number of bad contacts per 100 residues lies inside the
range observed for high-resolution (42 AÊ ) crystal structures. The dihedral angle G-factors for f/c, w1/w2, w1 and w3/w4 are
0.34 � 0.02, 0.42 � 0.07, ÿ0.018 � 0.13 and ÿ0.21 � 0.15, respectively for the wild-type complex, and 0.31 � 0.02, 0.35 � 0.07,
0.02 � 0.15 and ÿ0.27 � 0.15, respectively, for the M9I complex.

e The precision of the coordinates is de®ned as the average atomic rms deviation between the individual 400 simulated annealing
structures and the corresponding mean coordinates. The values refer to residues 4-81 of the protein and base-pairs 1-14 of the DNA.
Residues 1-3 and 82-64 of the protein make no contacts with the DNA and are disordered in solution.
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twist of 25.4(�2.4) � (Figure 6(c)), a helical rise of
3.3-3.4 AÊ for base-pair step 8 and 4.0-4.7 AÊ for
base-pair steps 9 and 10. The minor groove for
base-pairs 7-11 is expanded and shallow to accom-
modate the protein, with a width of 11-12 AÊ and a
depth of 0-2 AÊ . Concomitantly, the major groove



Figure 4. Quantitative description of the differences
between the wild-type and M9I hSRYHMG-DNA com-
plexes plotted as �RMS versus residue number for (a)
the protein backbone (N, Ca, C and O atoms), (b) strand
1 of the DNA (bases 1-14) and (c) strand 2 of the DNA
(bases 15-28). �RMS is given by the r.m.s. difference
between the two restrained regularized mean coordi-
nates minus the sum of the precision of the coordinates
for the two ensembles of simulated annealing structures.
Best-®tting in (a) is carried out with respect to the back-
bone of residues 11-26 and 32-68 of the protein; best-®t-
ting in (b) and (c) is carried out with respect to base-
pairs 1-8 (blue), base-pairs 9-14 (red) and base-pairs 8
and 9 (green). Positive values of �RMS indicate regions
of real difference between the two sets of coordinates
(i.e. regions where the two bundles of simulated anneal-
ing structures do not overlap).
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for base-pairs 7-11 is compressed and deep with a
width of 9-10 AÊ and a depth of 8-10 AÊ .

The sugar puckers for all nucleotides with the
exception of A8, T19 and T20, are C-20-endo/C-10-
exo with an average pseudo-rotation angle of
152(�15) �. A8, T19 and T20 are C-30-endo with a
pseudo-rotation angle of 36(�20) � (Figure 7(a)-(c)).
The average sugar pucker amplitude is 28(�5) �.

The overall bend angle (averaged over 400 simu-
lated annealing structures) for the 14mer in the
wild-type complex is 54.0(�1.7) � versus 40.9(�1.9) �

in the M9I complex (Figures 3(a) and 7). The differ-
ence in bend angle is evident when the complexes
are best-®t to the protein only (backbone of resi-
dues 10-26 and 32-68) (Figure 3(a)), to base-pairs 1-
8 (Figure 7(a)), to base-pairs 9-14 (Figure 7(b)), or
to base-pairs 8 and 9 (Figure 7(c)). While small, the
13 � difference is statistically signi®cant, as is evi-
dent from the distribution of bend angles in the
two ensembles of 400 simulated annealing struc-
tures, which display no overlap (Figure 7(d)).
The difference in DNA bending can be localized
clearly between base-pairs 8 and 9, which is the
site of both contact with the residue at position 9
(Met or Ile) and partial intercalation of Ile13. The
overall atomic r.m.s. difference for base-pairs 1-14
in the two complexes is 1.0 AÊ , a value much larger
than the errors in the DNA coordinates (Table 1).
However, a best-®t to base-pairs 1-8 results in an
atomic r.m.s. difference of only 0.33 AÊ for base-
pairs 1-8, well within the errors of the coordinates
(Figure 4(b) and (c), blue line), while base-pairs 9-
14 are displaced by 2.3 AÊ . Similarly, a best-®t to
base-pairs 9-14 results in an atomic r.m.s. differ-
ence of 0.55 AÊ for base-pairs 9-14, again within the
errors of the coordinates (Figure 4(b) and (c), red
line), with a corresponding displacement of 3.2 AÊ

for base-pairs 1-8. Finally, even when the base-
pairs 8 and 9 are best-®t (r.m.s. difference of
0.38 AÊ ), the displacements of base-pairs 1-7 (1.5 AÊ )
and 10-14 (1.7 AÊ ) are statistically signi®cant
(Figure 4(b) and (c), green line).

The underlying origin of the difference in bend
angles in the wild-type and M9I complexes resides
in the nature of the residue at position 9: Met9 ver-
sus Ile9. A comparison of the interactions of Met9
and Ile9 with A8 and A9 is provided in Figures 8
and 9.

In the wild-type complex, Met9 contacts the
sugar moieties of A8 and A9 (Figures 8 and 9(a)).
Although a methionine side-chain posesses an
intrinsic conformational ¯exibility on account of its
linearity and length, the orientation and confor-
mation of Met9 in the wild-type complex is stabil-
ized by a hydrogen bond between the guanidino
group of Arg17 and the Sd of Met9 (Figures 3(b)
and 9(a)). As a result, the Sd atom of Met9 is in van
der Waals contact with the sugar of A9 with dis-
tances to the O-40, C-40 and C-50 atoms of 4.2, 3.5
and 3.7 AÊ , respectively (Figures 8(e) and 9(a)).

In the M9I complex, Met9 is replaced by the
``shorter'' isoleucine residue, whose range of acces-
sible side-chain torsion angles is severely limited
by the presence of a b branch. The hydrogen bond
involving Arg17 and Met9 in the wild-type com-
plex is no longer possible in the M9I mutant.
Given the very close similarity in the other inter-
molecular contacts and buried surface area, the
absence of this hydrogen bond in the M9I mutant
may contribute, in part, to the threefold weaker
speci®c DNA binding (corresponding to a differ-
ence in the free energy of binding of only 0.6-
0.7 kcal molÿ1 (1 cal � 4.18 J)) of M9I hSRYHMG

relative to wild-type. The Cgm methyl group of
Ile9 is packed tightly against the sugar moieties of
both A8 and A9, directly contacting the H200 proton
of A8 and forming a putative methyl-oxygen
hydrogen bond41 with the O-40 atom of A9
(Figures 8(e) and 9(b)). Thus, the distance from the
Cg(Met9)/Cgm(Ile9) atom to the C-20 atom of A8 is
reduced by �1 AÊ (from 4.9 AÊ in the wild-type
complex to �4.0 AÊ in the M9I complex)
(Figure 8(e)). The more intimate packing of the
side-chain of Ile9 against the sugar moiety of A8



Figure 5. Stereoviews providing
a comparison of the interactions
between hSRYHMG and DNA for
the wild-type and M9I complexes
involving (a) base-pairs 4-7, (b)
base-pairs 6-9 and (c) base-pairs 9-
13. All superpositions involve the
restrained regularized mean struc-
tures and best-®tting is carried out
using the backbone of residues 11-
26 and 32-68 of the protein only.
The wild-type and M9I complexes
are depicted in red and blue,
respectively, with varying shades
for the side-chains (darkest), pro-
tein backbone (intermediate) and
DNA (lightest). The view shown in
(b) includes the site of partial inter-
calation of Ile13 between base-pairs
8 and 9, and the site of the
mutation (Met9 in wild-type and
Ile9 in the mutant). Labels for the
DNA are in italics.
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relative to that of Met9 can also be readily appreci-
ated from the surface representations shown in
Figure 8(a)(d) and the space-®lling models shown
in Figure 9(a) and (b). The distances from the Cg of
Met9 and Cgm of Ile9 to the O-40, C-40 and C-50
atoms of A9 are comparable (4.5 AÊ versus 4.3 AÊ ,
4.2 AÊ versus 4.3 AÊ , and 3.8 AÊ versus 3.9 AÊ , respect-
ively).

Thus, in effect, the bulky Sd of Met9 in the wild-
type complex pushes the sugar moiety of A9 away,
thereby increasing the roll and tilt between base-
pairs 8 and 9 relative to that in the M9I complex
(Figures 6(a) and (b) and 8(e)). This, in turn, per-
mits slightly deeper intercalation of Ile13 in the
wild-type complex (Figure 8(a)) relative to the M9I
complex (Figure 8(c)). Ile9, on the other hand, func-
tions as a brace between the sugar moieites of A8
and A9. This description is highlighted by chimeras
constructed from a best-®t to the base of A8 com-
prising wild-type hSRYHMG and DNA from the
M9I complex (Figure 9(c)), and M9I hSRYHMG and
DNA from the wild-type complex (Figure 9(d)). In
the wild-type hSRYHMG-mutant DNA chimera,
there is a steric clash (i.e. atomic overlap) between
the Sd (and to a lesser extent the Cg) of Met9 and
the sugar moiety of A9 (Figure 9(c)). In particular,
the partially negatively charged Sd atom of Met9
and O-40 atom of A9 are in repulsive contact. In
the converse M9I hSRYHMG-wild-type DNA chi-
mera, the packing of Ile9 against the sugar moiety
of A9 is clearly suboptimal (Figure 9(d)). In short,
substitution of Met9 by Ile results in signi®cant
changes in DNA bending that are clearly detect-
able in the NMR structures.

Base-pair roll and tilt as the origin of DNA
bending in the hSRYHMG-DNA complexes

A summary of the variations in global base-pair
roll, tilt and helical twist as a function of base-pair
step is shown in Figure 6. Crystal structures of B-
DNA are generally anisotropic with respect to roll
and tilt:42,43 that is, the variations in roll are much
greater than those in tilt. While this is true in the
M9I complex, where the variation in tilt (�10 �) is
half that in roll (�20 �), this is less so for the wild-
type complex, where both roll and tilt vary over a
range of �20 � (Figure 6(a) and (b)). The two base-
pair steps with the largest tilt angles (Figure 6(a))
have one or two sugar moieties in the C-30-endo
conformation (Figure 1(c)): the base-pair steps are
8 and 10, and the C-30-endo sugar moieties are



Figure 6. Comparison of base-pair (a) roll, (b) tilt and
(c) twist for the DNA in the wild-type (red) and M9I
(blue) hSRYHMG-DNA complexes. Also shown in (d) is a
plot of base-pair slide versus helical twist. The arrow
indicates the site of partial intercalation of Ile13 at base-
pair step 8 (i.e. between base-pairs 8 and 9). Note that
(c) base-pair steps 8, 9 and 10 are highly underwound
and (d) that base-pair step 8 deviates from the linear
slide-twist correlation.
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located in base-pairs 8 (A8), 9 (T20) and 10 (T19).
The switch in sugar pucker conformation from C-
20-endo to C-30-endo decreases the sequential P-P
distance by �1 AÊ ,44 thus inducing asymmetry in
the DNA backbone. This results in a ``mixed'' tilt-
roll local bend, similar to that for the B/A junction,
®rst predicted in computations43,45 and sub-
sequently observed crystallographically.46 The
structures of the DNA in both the wild-type and
M9I complexes are entirely consistent with these
observations: the C-20-endo sugar moieties produce
P(i)-P(i � 1) distances of 6.5-7.1 AÊ (average
6.8(�0.1) AÊ ), while the C-30-endo sugar moieties (at
base position i) have P(i)-P(i � 1) distances of 5.9-
6.2 AÊ (average 6.1(�0.1) AÊ ). The decreased P(i)-
P(i � 1) distances occur at base-pair step 8 (both
strands) and base-pair step 9 (second strand).

Overall, the pattern of C-30-endo sugar moieties
seen in the 14mer DNA bound to hSRYHMG is con-
sistent with the pattern predicted for A/B junctions
by Selsing et al.:45 namely, the positions of the C-20-
endo and C-30-endo sugar moieties comply with the
following rule: going along a DNA strand in the 50
to 30 direction, the switch in sugar pucker confor-
mation (either from C-30-endo to C-20-endo or vice
versa) occurs ®rst in the selected strand, and then
in the opposite strand. Thus, we have the pattern:

50... -B-B-A-B-B-B-B-...
30... -B-B-B-A-A-B-B-...
where B and A denote C-20- and C-30-endo sugar

puckers, respectively. The two A/B junctions
would be expected to produce a mixed tilt-roll
bend directed towards the major groove and one
of the strands, resulting in a zig-zagged structure
with a net bend towards the major groove. This is
exactly what is observed in the 14mer DNA bound
to hSRYHMG: the center of the bend is localized
close to base-pair 9 (at the center of the C-30-endo
patch) and is directed into the major groove.

The general picture presented above is consistent
with the roll pro®le (Figure 6(a)). The highest roll
angles are observed in base-pair steps 8 and 10;
that is, the steps containing nucleotides with the C-
30-endo sugar moieties. These roll angles taken
together result in a cumulative major groove bend
centered at base-pair 9. Thus, both descriptions,
the general one in terms of A/B junctions, and the
detailed one in terms of roll angles, yield the same
picture.

The helical twist angles between the wild-type
and M9I complexes differ by 3-4 �, mostly at the
ends of the duplex (Figure 6(c)), and this modest
difference does not produce any signi®cant change
in the rotational orientation of the local bends.
Thus, the overall effect of the difference in twist
angles between the two complexes is negligible.
Note that for both complexes, the twist angles are
unusually low for base-pair steps 8-10 (Figure 6(c)),
and correlate nicely with the C-30-endo sugar puck-
ers seen in these base-pairs. The twist-slide corre-
lation follows the trend observed in DNA crystal
structures43 for all dimeric base-pair steps with the
exception of base-pair steps 8 and 11 (Figure 6(d)).
This is apparently a re¯ection of the large tilt
angles at these two base-pair steps (cf. Figure 6(b)).

The maximal difference between the DNA in the
wild-type and M9I complexes is located at base-
pair step 8: �8 � in roll and �5 � in tilt. The effects
of roll and tilt are cumulative, since they are
located at the same base-pair step, resulting in an
overall difference in bend angle of �13 � between
the two complexes. Although there are other small
differences in roll and tilt angles at other base-pair
steps, these cancel each other, as evidenced by the
fact that the atomic r.m.s. differences between
base-pairs 1-8 and 9-14 taken individually are
small (0.33 and 0.55 AÊ , respectively) and within
the coordinate errors (Figure 4(b) and (c)).

Comparison of the hSRYHMG-DNA complex
with other HMG box-DNA complexes

The construct of hSRYHMG used in the present
study makes it possible to delve further into the
differences between the hSRYHMG-DNA complex,
and the complexes of other HMG-box domains,
speci®c (LEF-1) and non-speci®c (HMGD and
NHP6A), whose structures are known. To facilitate
comparisons, the numbering schemes employed
for both the protein and DNA components of these
complexes will be those of the present hSRYHMG-
DNA complex.

The original structure of hSRYHMG bound to
DNA was unable to answer a number of questions
regarding the interactions of the extended C-term-



Figure 7. Differential DNA bend-
ing induced by wild-type and M9I
hSRYHMG. Superposition of the
DNA of the restrained regularized
mean structures of the wild-type
(red) and M9I mutant (blue) com-
plexes best-®t to (a) base-pairs 1-8,
(b) base-pairs 9-14 and (c) base-
pairs 8-9. The three nucleotides
(A8, T19 and T20) with C-30-endo
sugar puckers are shown in
magenta for the wild-type and
cyan for the M9I mutant. The DNA
helical axes for the wild-type and
M9I complexes are shown in green
and yellow, respectively. (d) Histo-
gram illustrating the distribution of
DNA bend angles (in 0.5 � interval
bins) observed in the ensemble of
400 simulated annealing structures
for the wild-type (red) and M9I
(blue) complexes. The average
DNA bend angle is 54.0(�1.7) � for
the wild-type complex and
40.9(�1.9) � for the M9I complex.
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inal tail owing to the shorter length of the
hSRYHMG construct employed (residues 1-78). In
the case of LEF-1,13 for example, interactions with
the DNA extend out to residue 84 and the C-term-
inal tail wraps around and binds across the nar-
rowed major groove, enhancing DNA bending
(Figure 10(a) and (b)). The importance of these
interactions for LEF-1 is further supported by del-
etion analysis and mutagenesis, which indicate
that the C-terminal tail is an important contributor
to both DNA-binding af®nity and DNA bend-
ing.13,47,48 In a similar vein, the N-terminal tail of
NHP6A wraps around the major groove in a man-
ner mimicking the C-terminal tail of LEF-1.15 The
present hSRYHMG construct extends out to residue
85, and no interaction involving the major groove
is observed either at the N terminus or the C termi-
nus. hSRYHMG and LEF-113 are similar in structure,
with a Ca backbone r.m.s difference of 1.4 AÊ for 67
residues (speci®cally, residues 4-27, 31-43 and 46-
75; the sequence identity for these 67 residues is
28 %), and the direction of the polypeptide chain
deviates only beyond residue 75 (Figure 10(a)). A
key player is Tyr74 in hSRYHMG which hydrogen
bonds to N-6 of A9. Tyr74 is substituted by Ala in
LEF-1. The position of Tyr74 in hSRYHMG, how-
ever, is approximately occupied by Tyr78 in LEF-1
(Figure 10(b)), an offset of four residues, which
accounts, in part, for the change in direction of the
polypeptide chain such that the C-terminal tail is
directed along the minor groove in the hSRYHMG

complex but towards the major groove in the LEF-
1 complex. The segment of polypeptide chain from
residues 81-84 in LEF-1 is highly basic: Lys81,
Lys82, Lys83 and Arg84 interact with the sugar-
phosphate backbone of the major groove and their
backbone positions are located approximately
opposite the site of partial intercalation of Met13
(Figure 10(b)). These major groove interactions
support the deeper intercalation of Met13 between
base-pairs 8 and 9 relative to Ile13 in the hSRYHMG

complex, which in turn results in a substantial
increase in roll at this base-pair step in the LEF-1
complex (�40 �) relative to that in the wild-type
hSRYHMG complex (�20 �, Figure 6(a)). In contrast,
in hSRYHMG, the residues at positions 82, 83 and 84
are substituted by neutral residues, namely Met82,
Leu83 and Pro84, thereby effectively eliminating
non-speci®c electrostatic interactions between this
segment of the C-terminal tail and the DNA in the
hSRYHMG complex. These factors readily account
for the higher degree of DNA bending observed in



Figure 9. Space-®lling models illustrating the inter-
action of Met9/Ile9 with Arg17, A8 and A9. (a) Wild-
type hSRYHMG-DNA complex; (b) M9I hSRYHMG-DNA
complex; (c) chimera of wild-type hSRYHMG and DNA
from M9I complex; (d) chimera of M9I hSRYHMG and
DNA from wild-type complex. The color coding of the
atoms is as follows: H, light grey; C, dark grey; N, dark
blue; O, red; S, yellow; and P, light blue. All structures
are shown in the same view, best-®t to the base of A8.

Figure 8. Comparison of the intermolecular contacts
with DNA involving ((a), (b) and (e)) Met9 of wild-type
hSRYHMG and ((c), (d) and (e)) Ile9 of the M9I mutant.
In (a) and (c) the DNA is displayed as a stick represen-
tation in yellow and the protein is shown as a molecular
surface with the location of (a) Met9 indicated in red, (c)
Ile9 in blue, and Ile13 in green (which is seen to par-
tially intercalate between base-pairs 8 and 9). In (b) and
(d) the DNA is displayed as a molecular surface, the
protein backbone is shown as a yellow tube, and the
side-chain atoms (as CPK models) of (b) Met9 are
shown in red, (d) Ile9 in blue, and Ile13 in green. In (e)
a stereoview of a superposition of the wild-type and
M9I structures, best-®t to the base of A8 and illustrating
a detailed view of the interactions of Met9 and Ile9 with
the sugar moieties of A8 and A9, is shown with the
wild-type in red and the mutant in blue (darker shades
are used for the protein, lighter ones for the DNA). Pro-
tons are shown only for the methyl groups of Met9 and
Ile9 and the H20/H200 protons of A8. The Sd atom of
Met9 in the wild-type complex is in van der Waals con-
tact with the sugar moiety of A9: the distances from the
Sd atom to the O-40, C-40 and C-50 atoms of A9 are 4.2,
3.5 and 3.7 AÊ , respectively. The distances from the Cg

atom of Met9 in the wild-type to the C-20 atom of A8,
and the O-40, C-40 and C-50 atoms of A9 are 4.9, 4.5, 4.2
and 3.8 AÊ , respectively; the corresponding distances
involving the Cg

m methyl group of Ile9 in the M9I
mutant are 4.0, 4.3, 4.3 and 3.9 AÊ , respectively. Labels
for the DNA are in italics.
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the NMR structure of the LEF-1 complex (�75 �;
Love et al.13) relative to that of the wild-type
hSRYHMG complex (�55 �).

In the crystal structure of the HMGD-DNA com-
plex,14 the DNA is even more bent (�100 �)
(Figure 10(c)). The Ca backbone atomic r.m.s.
difference between hSRYHMG and HMGD is 1.1 AÊ

for 64 residues (residues 5-47 and 50-70 with a two
residue deletion in the loop connecting helices 2
and 3 in HMGD relative to hSRYHMG; the sequence
identity for these 64 residues is 22 %). As in the
case of LEF-1, the intercalating residue is Met13,
which in the HMGD complex penetrates more dee-
ply between base-pairs 8 and 9 than Ile13 of
hSRYHMG, resulting in a roll angle (�45 �) compar-
able to that observed in the LEF-1 complex. In con-
trast to the LEF-1 complex, there is no C-terminal
tail. Additional bending in the HMGD complex,
however, occurs between base-pairs 10 and 11
with partial intercalation of Val32 resulting in an
approximate doubling of the roll angle (�30 �) at
this base-pair step (Figure 10(d)) relative to the
hSRYHMG-DNA complex (�15 � for both the wild-
type and M9I complexes; Figure 6(a)). Rather than
intercalate, the equivalent residue in the hSRYHMG

complex, Asn32, is hydrogen bonded to the base of
A10 (Figure 5(c)).

The interactions of hSRYHMG, LEF-1 and HMGD
with their target sites provide some general con-



Figure 10. Comparison of the wild-type hSRYHMG-DNA structure with the NMR structure of the LEF-1-DNA com-
plex ((a) and (b)) and the crystal structure of the HMGD-DNA complex ((c) and (d)). The hSRYHMG complex is
shown in red, and the other two complexes in blue. The residue numbering employed for LEF-1 has been changed to
correspond to that of the present hSRYHMG construct; to obtain the original numbering of LEF-1, subtract 3 from the
indicated residue numbers. Overall views are shown in (a) and (c), and more detailed views including relevant side-
chains are shown in (b) and (d). Labels for the DNA are in italics. The coordinates of the LEF-1-DNA and HMGD-
DNA complexes are taken from Love et al.13 (PDB code 2LEF) and Murphy et al.14 (PDB code 1QRV).
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clusions with regard to the mechanism whereby
these proteins bend DNA. The nature of the inter-
calating residue at position 13 is clearly important:
Met13 in LEF-1 and HMGD is capable of deeper
intercalation than Ile13 in hSRYHMG and hence can
result in a higher degree of bending. However, this
is not the only factor, since the HMG-box of SOX9,
which has 46 % sequence identity with hSRYHMG,
has a methionine residue at position 13 and yet
bends the DNA to the same extent as hSRYHMG in
circular permutation gel-shift assays.49 Other fac-
tors clearly include the following: (i) the identity of
residues 9, 12, 13 and 43, which make up the
hydrophobic wedge around the site of intercala-
tion; (ii) the identity of residue 32 at the bottom of
the binding site and, in particular, whether this
residue participates in either hydrogen bonding (as
in the hSRYHMG complex) or partial intercalation
(as in the HMGD complex); and (iii) the nature of
the C-terminal tail and whether it comprises a
string of positively charged residues that facilitates
wrapping around the major groove (as in the LEF-
1 complex). As discussed above, all these factors
come into play in the case of the hSRYHMG, LEF-1
and HMGD complexes.

Concluding Remarks

Here, we have provided a structural basis for
understanding the effects of the M9I mutation
(equivalent to M64I in full-length hSRY) upon
DNA bending. Consistent with previous circular
permutation gel-shift assays, the M9I mutation
reduces DNA bending. Wild-type hSRYHMG bends
the DNA by �54 �, on average, and the M9I
mutant by �41 �, a reduction of 13 � in the average
bend angle. The absolute values of the average
bend angles derived from the present structures
are somewhat smaller (by �15-20 �) than those esti-
mated by the circular permutation gel-shift assays
(�75 � and �55 � for wild-type and M9I hSRYHMG,
respectively;30). These quantitative differences
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between the structural and biochemical results are
not surprising, given the indirect nature of the gel-
shift assays and the numerous underlying assump-
tions required to derive bend angles from the cir-
cular permutation gel-shift data.50,51 Our current
structural results are consistent with results from
electron microscopy on other systems,52 which
have shown that the circular permutation gel-shift
assay tends to systematically overestimate the
bend angle.

The structures presented here demonstrate
clearly how subtle changes in the interaction of a
critical residue with the DNA, arising from a con-
servative mutation, can readily alter local base-pair
spatial organization, perturbing roll and tilt angles,
and thereby modulating the extent of DNA bend-
ing. Although a difference in bend angle of only
13 � between the wild-type and M9I complexes
may seem rather modest, it clearly has a rather
dramatic effect in vivo, given that the M9I mutation
in hSRYHMG results in complete gonadal dysgen-
esis and 46X,Y sex reversal with full penetrance.
However, this small difference in bend angle trans-
lates to large displacements over the sorts of dis-
tances involved in the formation of a transcription
initiation complex. Thus, a 13 � difference in bend
angle would result in a �75 AÊ displacement of the
end of a 100 base-pair segment, assuming one arm
of the loop induced by hSRYHMG is ®xed and the
other arm is bent by either 54 � in the wild-type
complex or 41 � in the M9I complex. (In the context
of a static model, the effect of a difference �y in
bend angle is equal to 2Lsin(�y/2), where
L � 340 AÊ ). A DNA end displacement of this order
of magnitude would clearly be more than suf®cient
to prevent distally placed proteins in the transcrip-
tion initiation complex from interacting.

Finally, we note that the structural picture
afforded by the NMR structures of the wild-type
and M9I hSRYHMG complexes is a static one. In a
dynamic situation,53 involving longer DNA frag-
ments (100 base-pairs or more) where the overall
bend angles may vary over a much wider range as
a consequence of thermal ¯uctuations, the effects
of the 13 � difference in the average DNA bending
observed in the NMR structures of the wild-type
and M9I hSRYHMG complexes would be further
magni®ed.

Materials and Methods

Mutagenesis and Purification of hSRYHMG

Wild-type hSRYHMG and the M9I mutant, spanning
residues 57-140 of full-length hSRY (and numbered resi-
dues 2-85 in the present construct), plus an N-terminal
Met, were expressed using the PET21a vector and Escher-
ichia coli BL21(DE3) cells. Thus, Met9 in the present con-
struct is equivalent to Met64 in the full-length hSRY
sequence. The original 78 residue clone (comprising resi-
dues 57-133 plus an N-terminal Met;12) was extended to
85 amino acid residues using an extended PCR primer.
The M9I mutant was derived from the 85 residue wild-
type hSRYHMG construct using site-speci®c PCR muta-
genesis. The nucleotide sequence of both clones was con-
®rmed by sequencing.

Cells were grown at 37 �C in a modi®ed minimal med-
ium for uniform (>95 %) 15N and/or 13C-labeling with
15NH4Cl and [13C6]glucose as the sole nitrogen and car-
bon sources, respectively. Cells were resuspended in
lysis buffer (50 mM Tris, 10 mM EDTA, 10 mM benza-
midine HCl, 10 mM DTT, pH 7.5) and lysed by passage
through a French press, ®rst at 500 psi (1 psi � 6.9 kPa)
and then a second pass at 700 psi, followed by sonication
at 4 �C. The soluble fraction was brought to 1 M NaCl
and 5 ml of polyimine P/100 ml was added to pellet
DNA. The supernatant was brought to 70 % (w/v)
ammonium sulfate to separate the proteins, and the
resulting precipitate was suspended in lysis buffer, and
dialyzed versus lysis buffer to remove salt. The resulting
solution was passed over a P-cellulose column with a lin-
ear gradient to 90 % of 1.5 M KCl in 10 mM sodium
phosphate over 1440 ml, and the concentration of pro-
tein in the eluent was followed by UV spectroscopy. The
peak was collected and dialyzed versus 10 mM sodium
phosphate (pH 6.8). The dialysate was run over a pre-
parative Mono-S column with a linear gradient from
30 % to 75 % of 1 M NaCl in 10 mM sodium phosphate
over 500 ml and followed by UV spectroscopy. Fractions
were collected, pooled, dialyzed, and characterized by
mass spectroscopy.

Unlabeled 14-mer DNA, containing the speci®c SRY
binding site within the Amh (also known as Mis) gene,
was purchased from Midland Certi®ed Reagent Com-
pany in single strands (50d-CCTGCACAAACACC and
50d-GGTGTTTGTGCAGG) that were HPLC-puri®ed.
The strands were annealed and then further puri®ed on
a preparative Mono-Q ion-exchange column with a line-
ar gradient from 30 % to 75 % of 1 M NaCl in 10 mM
sodium phosphate (pH 6.8), 1 mM EDTA over 180 ml
and followed by UV spectroscopy. Fractions were col-
lected, pooled, and dialyzed into 10 mM sodium phos-
phate (pH 6.8), 1 mM EDTA, 5 mM sodium azide.
Double-stranded 13C/15N-labeled DNA was prepared
and puri®ed using the endonuclease sensitive repeat
ampli®cation (ESRA) procedure as described.54 For tech-
nical reasons related to the ESRA method and the need
for digestion with a restriction enzyme, the 13C/15N-
labeled DNA employed was a 17mer,54 where base-pairs
2-14 of the 14mer corresponded to base-pairs 4-16 of the
17mer. No differences in chemical shifts for wild-type or
M9I hSRYHMG or for the DNA corresponding to base-
pairs 3-13 of the 14mer DNA was observed between the
complexes with the 14mer and 17mer DNA. Since the
majority of the work was carried out on the complexes
with the 14mer, the structure calculations were carried
out only for the 14mer complexes.

The 1:1 hSRYHMG-DNA complexes were made by add-
ing the protein (at low concentration) slowly with mixing
to DNA (at low concentration). The complex was then
concentrated and dialyzed against 10 mM sodium phos-
phate (pH 7.0), 1 mM EDTA, 5 mM sodium azide to
yield ®nal NMR samples containing approximately
1 mM 1:1 hSRYHMG-DNA complex at pH 7.0.

Circular permutation electrophoretic mobility
shift assays

The pBend 2 plasmid was obtained from Sankar
Adhya.55 The Amh binding site was inserted between the
XbaI and SalI sites in the plasmid, and the circular per-
mutation region of the plasmid (between the EcoRI and
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HindIII sites) was ampli®ed using PCR. The PCR frag-
ment was digested using MluI, ClaI, EcoRV, KpnI and
BamHI to create a circularly permutated series. The pro-
tein and DNA fragments were added to a buffer solution
containing 10 mM sodium phosphate, 1 mM EDTA,
100 mM NaCl, and 8 % (w/v) Ficoll (as a stabilizing
agent). The starting solutions and the resulting mixture
were kept on ice before loading onto a 10 % (w/v) poly-
acrylamide gel. The bands were stained with ethidium
bromide and exposed with UV light for photography.
Bend angles were calculated using the method of
Thompson & Landy.50

NMR spectroscopy

Spectra were recorded at 35 �C on Bruker DMX600,
DMX500, DMX750 and DRX800 spectrometers. Each
experiment was run on both complexes, wild-type and
M9I mutant, using the same parameters for each sample
with respect to both the data collection and analysis. All
experiments were processed using the NMRPipe
package,56 and analyzed using PIPP, CAPP and
STAPP.57

Sequential assignment of protein 1H, 15N, and 13C
chemical shift assignments was achieved by means of
through-bond heteronuclear scalar correlations along the
protein backbone and side-chains31 ± 33 using 3D
CBCANH, CBCA(CO)NH, C(CCO)NH, H(CCO)NH,
HBHA(CO)NH, HNHA, HCCH-COSY, HCCH-TOCSY,
and CCH-COSY experiments. Assignment of 1H, 15N
and 13C DNA chemical shifts was obtained from analysis
of 2D 12C-®ltered NOE, 12C/14N-®ltered NOE and 12C-
®ltered HOHAHA experiments recorded on a 1:1 com-
plex of 15N/13C-hSRYHMG (wild-type and M9I mutant)
and unlabeled DNA, and from 2D 1H-15N and 1H-13C
HSQC experiments and 3D 15N and 13C-separated NOE
spectra recorded on a 1:1 complex of 15N-hSRYHMG and
15N/13C-DNA, using conventional sequential assignment
methodology for nucleic acids.58 31P assignments were
obtained by correlation to the H30(i ÿ 1) and H40(i) reson-
ances observed in a 2D 1H-31P HSQC spectrum.

Interproton distance restraints within the protein were
obtained from 3D 13C and 15N-separated NOE spectra
and from 4D 13C/13C- and 13C/15N-separated NOE spec-
tra. Interproton distance restraints within the DNA were
obtained from 2D 12C-®ltered NOE spectra (using a
range of mixing times to account for spin diffusion)
recorded on a complexes of 15N/13C-hSRYHMG and
unlabeled DNA , from 3D 15N and 13C-separated NOE
spectra recorded on complexes of 15N-hSRYHMG and
15N/13C-DNA. Intermolecular interproton distance
restraints were obtained primarily from 3D 13C-separa-
ted/12C-®ltered NOE experiments.

3JHNa,
3JNCg (aromatic, methyl and methylene), 3JC0Cg

(aromatic, methyl and methylene), 3JC0C0 and 3JCaCd scalar
couplings were measured by quantitative J correlation
spectroscopy.59 Backbone f and j torsion angle
restraints were derived from 3JHNa and 3JC0C0 coupling
constants in combination with a database search pro-
cedure based on backbone (N, C0, Ca, Cb, Ha) chemical
shifts using the program TALOS.60 Side-chain torsion
angle restraints were derived from analysis of the NOE/
ROE and three-bond heteronuclear scalar coupling data.

3JH30-P couplings for the DNA, which are related to the
e (C40-C30-O30-P) sugar-phosphate backbone angles, were
also obtained by quantitative J correlation spectroscopy
using a 12C-®ltered constant time 1H-1H{31P} COSY
difference experiment.61 Restraints for the d (C50-C40-C30-
O30) torsion angle, which is related to the sugar pucker,
were deduced from a combination of a very short mixing
time (20 ms) 12C-®ltered NOE spectrum, a 12C-®ltered
rotating frame Overhauser effect (ROE) spectrum (mix-
ing time 40 ms), and an out (H10 and H30) and back
(H20/H200) 12C-®ltered COSY spectrum (G.M.C. & A.
Bax, unpublished results). The latter provides infor-
mation on the relative magnitudes of the 3JH10H20 to
3JH10-H200 and the 3JH30H20 to 3JH30-H200 couplings. All the
sugar moieties were found to be in the C-20-endo range
with the exception of those of A8, C14, T19 and T20,
which were in the C-30-endo range.

Residual heteronuclear dipolar couplings correspond-
ing to ®xed length vectors were determined from the
difference in corresponding J splittings measured in a
liquid crystalline medium of bicelles (4.5 to 5 % 3:1
DMPC:DHPC;34) and in isotropic (water) medium. Dipo-
lar couplings for the protein (1DNH, 1DCaH, 1DNC0 , and
2DHNC0) and DNA (DHH) were measured using a 1:1
complex of 15N/13C-labeled protein and unlabeled DNA.
Dipolar couplings for the DNA (1DNH and 1DCH) and
1DNH dipolar couplings for the protein were measured
on a 1:1 complex of 15N-labeled protein and 15N/13C-
labeled DNA. 1DNH, couplings were measured using a
2D IPAP (in-phase/anti-phase) 1H-coupled {15N,1H}
HSQC experiment,62 1DNC0 and 2DHNC0 couplings were
measured using a 2D 13C0-coupled/13Ca-decoupled(F1)
1H-15N HSQC experiment,63 and 1DCaH couplings were
measured from a 3D 1Ha-coupled(F1) HCA(CO)N experi-
ment.64 Other 1DCH couplings were measured from 2D
1H-coupled (F1)

1H-13C HSQC and 1H-coupled (F2)
1H-13C HSQC experiments. In addition, approximate
1H-1H dipolar coupling restraints for the DNA, grouped
into ranges corresponding to strong, medium and
weak intensity cross-peaks,65 were derived from a 2D
12C-®ltered COSY spectrum recorded on a sample of
15N/13C-labeled protein and unlabeled DNA in the
bicelle liquid crystalline medium. The magnitudes of the
axial (Da

NH) and rhombic (Z) components of the align-
ment tensor DNH were obtained by examining the distri-
bution of normalized residual dipolar couplings.66 The
value of Da

NH is critically dependent on the concentration
of bicelles which tends to vary from preparation to prep-
aration. The values of Da

NH ranged from 7.9 to 8.6 for
both complexes. The rhombicity is independent of bicelle
concentration, and had a value of 0.6 for the wild-type
complex and 0.5 for the M9I complex.

Structure calculations

Approximate interproton distance and torsion angle
restraints were derived from the NOE and coupling
constant data as described by Omichinski et al.67 Of the
26 phosphates groups, 14 had 31P shifts in the range
ÿ3.0 to ÿ3.5 ppm, characteristic of a B-DNA.65,68 Broad
torsion angle restraints for the DNA backbone of these
nucleotides covering the ranges characteristic of both A
and B-DNA were therefore employed to prevent
problems associated with local mirror
images: a � ÿ 70(�50) �, b � 180(�50) �, g � 60(�35) �,
e � 180(�50) �, and z � ÿ 85(�50) �.67 The 31P shifts
(wild-type/M9I complex) of ®ve nucleotides, A12
(ÿ3.01/ ÿ 3.08 ppm), C25 (ÿ3.42/ ÿ 3.51 ppm), G22
(ÿ5.13/ ÿ 5.13 ppm), T21 (ÿ5.37/ ÿ 5.34 ppm) and A9
(ÿ5.81/ ÿ 5.79 ppm), lie outside the ÿ3.0 to ÿ3.5 ppm
range, and the 31P shift of T20 for both the wild-type and
M9I complex could not be observed. Consequently, the
backbone a, b, g, e and z sugar-phosphate torsion angles
associated with the phosphate groups of these
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six nucleotides were not restrained. With the exception
of the phosphate group of T20, strong H40(i)-31P(i)
correlations were observed in the 1H-31P spectra of the
two complexes, indicating that the b torsion angles are
in the trans conformation; no H50/H500 correlations, how-
ever, were observed, indicating a g � conformation for
the g torsion angles.68 We also note that the measured
3JH30-P couplings (for 14 out of 26 phosphate groups) ran-
ged from 41 to 7 Hz, consistent with e torsion angles in
the range 165-205 �.61 In addition the d (C50-C40-C30-O30)
torsion angle was restrained to 145(�20) � in those cases
(24 out of 28) where a qualitative interpretation of the
NOE, ROE and J coupling data indicated a sugar pucker
in the C-20-endo/C-10-exo range, and to 75(�20) � in the
three cases (A8, T19 and T20) where these data indicated
a sugar pucker in the C-30-endo range. No d torsion angle
restraint was employed for C14 since the NMB data
were suggestive of a mixture of C-20 and C-30-endo con-
formations. NOEs were grouped into four distance
ranges: 1.8-2.7 AÊ (1.8-2.9 AÊ for NOEs involving NH pro-
tons), 1.8-3.3 AÊ (1.8-3.5 AÊ for NOEs involving NH
protons), 1.8-5.0 AÊ , and 1.8-6.0 AÊ , corresponding to
strong, medium, weak and very weak NOEs, respect-
ively. In addition, 0.5 AÊ was added to the upper limit of
interproton distance restraints involving methyl groups.
Distances involving ambiguous NOEs, non-stereospeci®-
cally assigned methylene protons, methyl groups and
the Hd and He protons of Tyr and Phe, were represented
as a (�rÿ6)ÿ1/6 sum.69

Structures were calculated by simulated annealing70

using the NIH version (G.M.C., J. Kuszewski & C.D.
Schweiters, available at http://nmr.cit.nih.gov) of
XPLOR,71 which has been highly modi®ed to incorporate
numerous features relevant to NMR72 as well as new
and highly ef®cient algorithms for torsion angle
dynamics and minimization.73 All simulated annealing70

calculations were carried out in torsion angle space; the
torsion angle dynamics algorithm employed a sixth-
order predictor-corrector integrator with automatic time-
step selection that varied during the course of the
calculation.73 The simulated annealing protocol
employed was essentially that described by Omichinski
et al.,67 with the difference that torsion angle dynamics
rather than Cartesian coordinate dynamics were
employed, and that the target function included a few
additional terms. Bond lengths and angles were con-
strained to idealized covalent geometry.

The target function for simulated annealing comprised
harmonic terms for covalent geometry (i.e. improper tor-
sion angles used to de®ne chirality and planarity, and
bond lengths and angles associated with the closed ring
systems of proline and the DNA sugar moieties; note
that the other bonds and angles are held ®xed by con-
straints); square-well potentials for the interproton dis-
tance, torsion angle, 1H-1H dipolar coupling74 and
hydrogen bonding restraints (excluding Watson-Crick
hydrogen bonding retraints); harmonic potentials for the
3JHNa couplings, 13Ca and 13Cb secondary chemical shift,
and heteronuclear dipolar coupling restraints;75 harmo-
nic potentials for the Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding
distance restraints (six per base-pair;76) and base-pair
planarity restraints used to prevent undue buckling
while allowing propellor twisting to occur;76 and three
terms for the non-bonded contacts. The latter comprise a
quartic van der Waals repulsion term,70 the torsion angle
database potential term of mean force,77 and the
DELPHIC base-base positioning database potential of
mean force.78 No hydrogen bonding, electrostatic or 6-12
Lennard-Jones empirical potential energy terms were
present in the target function used for simulated anneal-
ing or restrained regularization.

The ®nal force constants for the various terms in the
target function were as follows: 1000 kcal molÿ1 AÊ ÿ2 for
bond lengths; 500 kcal molÿ1 radÿ2 for angles and
improper torsions; 30 kcal molÿ1 AÊ ÿ2 for the experimen-
tal distance restraints (interproton distances and hydro-
gen bonds); 200 kcal molÿ1 radÿ2 for torsion angle
restraints; 1 kcal molÿ1 Hzÿ2 for the 3JHNa coupling con-
stant restraints; 0.5 kcal molÿ1 ppmÿ2 for the secondary
13C chemical shift restraints; 1.0 kcal molÿ1 Hzÿ2 for the
1DNH, 1DCH and DHH dipolar coupling restraints; 0.05
and 0.108 kcal molÿ1 Hzÿ2 for the normalized (relative to
1DNH) 1DNC0 and 2DHNC0 dipolar coupling restraints,
respectively; 4 kcal molÿ1 AÊ ÿ4 for the quartic van der
Waals repulsion term (with the van der Waals radii set
to 0.78 times their values used in the CHARMM
PARAM19/20 protein and PARNAH1ER nucleic acid
parameters); 1.0 for the DELPHIC torsion angle database
potential; and 0.25 for the DELPHIC base-base position-
ing database potential.

The precision of the DNA coordinates in the present
structures (�0.2 AÊ ) is higher than that reported for pre-
vious protein-DNA structures from our group (0.3-0.5 AÊ )
(for example, see references 67, 76, 80 and 81). This is
due to three factors that are pertinent to the present
structures relative to the previous ones: (a) the use of
residual dipolar couplings for the DNA;65,76,78 (b) the
higher (approximately double) density of intermolecular
NOEs coupled with the higher precision of the backbone
protein coordinates afforded by an extensive set of pro-
tein backbone residual dipolar couplings; and (c) the use
of the DELPHIC base-base positional database
potential.78 The purpose of the base-base positional data-
base potential, which in essense is a non-bonded contact
term, is to bias sampling of base-base contacts (intra-
and interstrand) during simulated annealing re®nement
to physically reasonable regions of conformational space
within the range of possibilities that are consistent with
the experimental NMR restraints.79 The base-base pos-
itional database potential is based on 291 DNA crystal
structures (including A, B, Z and unusual DNA struc-
tures, protein-DNA complexes, and drug-DNA com-
plexes) solved at a resolution of 2 AÊ or better. The effects
of the base-base positional database potential on the pre-
cision and accuracy of DNA coordinates obtained from
NMR data has been discussed extensively by Kuszewski
& Clore.78 Using a combination of different approaches,
including cross-validation against experimental NMR
restraints, it was shown that the base-base positional
database potential results in a large increase in accuracy
(as well as a concomitant increase in precision) and obvi-
ates artifactual distortions in NMR-derived DNA struc-
tures arising from the limitations of conventional
descriptions of the non-bonded contacts in terms of
either Lennard-Jones van der Waals and electrostatic
potentials or a simple van der Waals repulsion
potential.78 It was also shown by Kuszewski & Clore78

that the base-base positional database potential does not
in any way preclude unusual DNA structures and that
in the case of the wild-type SRY-DNA complex the DNA
between base-pairs 4-12, the region that displays signi®-
cant distortions, is essentially identical for the structures
calculated with and without the base-base positional
database potential with an atomic rms difference of
�0.4 AÊ which is within the errors of the coordinates (cf.
Figure 14 by Kuszewski & Clore78). It should, however,
be borne in mind that the precision of the coordinates is
signi®cantly greater than their accuracy, and the likely
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accuracy of the present coordinates is probably some-
where in the range of �0.5-0.8 AÊ .78

The ®nal ensemble of simulated annealing structures
comprised 400 structures each for the wild-type and M9I
complexes. The DNA bend angle was calculated with
the program CURVES;81 and all other structural DNA
parameters were calculated with the program
CompDNA.82 Structure Figures were generated using
the programs VMD-XPLOR (83; available at http://
nmr.cit.nih.gov), MOLMOL84 and GRASP.85

Protein Data Bank accession code

The coordinates have been deposited in the RCSB Pro-
tein Data Bank (accession codes 1J46 and 1J47 for the
wild-type and M9I complexes, respectively).
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